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Information Literacy in Music: An Instructor’s Companion is a practical guide to information literacy instruction for busy librarians
and music faculty. This book contains examples of course-integrated assignments designed to help postsecondary music students
develop foundational skills in information literacy. These assignments have been solicited from experienced librarians and faculty
across the United States, and they represent a broad spectrum of approaches to music research, from historical to applied studies.
Be inspired by new and creative solutions to students’ information literacy challenges and by the many examples of successful
collaborations between librarians and music faculty.
Drawing on memoirs, oral histories, newspapers, magazines, recordings, photographs, literature, and films, Stowe looks at New
Deal America through its music and shows us how the contradictions and tensions within swing--over race, politics, its own cultural
status, the role of women--mirrored those played out in the larger society.
Business intelligence has always been considered an essential ingredient for success. However, it is not until recently that the
technology has enabled organizations to generate and deploy intelligence for global competition. These technologies can be
leveraged to create the intelligent enterprises of the 21st century that will not only provide excellent and customized services to
their customers, but will also create business efficiency for building relationships with suppliers and other business partners on a
long term basis. Creating such intelligent enterprises requires the understanding and integration of diverse enterprise components
into cohesive intelligent systems. Anticipating that future enterprises need to become intelligent, Intelligent Enterprises of the 21st
Century brings together the experiences and knowledge from many parts of the world to provide a compendium of high quality
theoretical and applied concepts, methodologies, and techniques that help diffuse knowledge and skills required to create and
manage intelligent enterprises of the 21st century for gaining sustainable competitive advantage in a global environment. This
book is a comprehensive compilation of the state of the art vision and thought processes needed to design and manage globally
competitive business organizations.
(P/V/G Composer Collection). A moving account of Chapin's legacy as a pioneering "story song" writer, performer, and
philanthropist is followed by sheet music for 24 of his most beloved songs, several of which were never available as sheet music
until now. Titles: 30,000 Pounds of Bananas * A Better Place to Be * Caroline * Cat's in the Cradle * Circle * Flowers Are Red * I
Want to Learn a Love Song * Jenny * Last Stand * Mr. Tanner * November Rains * Remember When the Music * Sandy * She
Sings Songs Without Words * Shooting Star * Song Man * Story of a Life * Sunday Morning Sunshine * Tangled Up * Puppet *
Taxi * W*O*L*D * When I Look Up * You Are the Only Song * You Own the Only Light.
This anthology of hard-to-find primary documents provides a solid overview of the foundations of American media studies.
Focusing on mass communication and society and how this research fits into larger patterns of social thought, this valuable
collection features key texts covering the media studies traditions of the Chicago school, the effects tradition, the critical theory of
the Frankfurt school, and mass society theory. Where possible, articles are reproduced in their entirety to preserve the historical
flavor and texture of the original works. Topics include popular theater, yellow journalism, cinema, books, public relations, political
and military propaganda, advertising, opinion polling, photography, the avant-garde, popular magazines, comics, the urban press,
radio drama, soap opera, popular music, and television drama and news. This text is ideal for upper-level courses in mass
communication and media theory, media and society, mass communication effects, and mass media history.
Sing and play the hits of country's top-reigning men! Collect 32 songs total from the kings of the country music world. From threetime CMA Male Vocalist of the Year Keith Urban to all-time best-selling solo artist Garth Brooks to heartthrob Tim McGraw, this
book offers finger-snapping, boot-stomping hits by the biggest names in the business. The Kings of Country Sheet Music is now
available. Music includes lyrics, melody, and chord changes with professionally arranged piano accompaniment. Thirty-two titles
include: Bring It On Home (Little Big Town) * The Dance (Garth Brooks) * How Long (Eagles) * If You're Reading This (Tim
McGraw) * Last Day of My Life (Phil Vassar) * Moments (Emerson Drive) * Some People Change (Montgomery Gentry) * Take Me
There (Rascal Flatts) * A Woman's Love (Alan Jackson) * and many more!
Learn favorite hits from Academy Award-winning songwriter Randy Newman now! The Songwriters Hall of Fame member is
known for his classic hits and myriad movie scores. This collection features Randy Newman classics recorded by Newman himself
in 2003 and includes the hits songs "Sail Away" and "Political Science." Play and sing along with The Randy Newman Songbook,
Volume 1 now! Music includes lyrics, melody line, and chord changes with professionally arranged piano accompaniment. Titles:
It's Lonely at the Top * God's Song (That's Why I Love Mankind) * Louisiana 1927 * Let Me Go * Rednecks * Avalon * Living
Without You * I Think It's Going to Rain Today * You Can Leave Your Hat On * It's Money That I Love * Marie * When She Loved
Me * Sail Away * The World Isn't Fair * Political Science * The Great Nations of Europe * In Germany Before the War * Ragtime.
This is a chronology of the most famous songs from the years before rock 'n' roll. The top hits for each year are described,
including vital information such as song origin, artist(s), and chart information. For many songs, the author includes any web or
library holdings of sheet music covers, musical scores, and free audio files. An extensive collection of biographical sketches
follows, providing performing credits, relevant professional awards, and brief biographies for hundreds of the era's most popular
performers, lyricists, and composers. Includes an alphabetical song index and bibliography.
Music Sociology explores 16 different genres to demonstrate that music everywhere reflects social values, organisational
processes, meanings and individual identity. Presenting original ethnographic research, the contributors use descriptions of
subcultures to explain the concepts of music sociology, including the rituals that link people to music, the past and each other.
Music Sociology introduces the sociology of music to those who may not be familiar with it and provides a basic historical
perspective on popular music in America and beyond.
Dancing to Black Man's Tune is an engaging, beautifully written portrait of a great American musician and of American culture
coming of age.
Edited by distinguished scholars in the field of popular music studies, this encyclopedia set is THE authoritative reference guide to
popular music from all corners of the globe, the ultimate reference work to do justice to this vibrant subject.
? Standard Manuscript Paper 100 pages of blank sheet music. This is a great way to store your own compositions, lesson material
(8.5 x 11 inches). ? ? For Music Instruction, Study & Songwriting.? For Piano & Other Instruments.????music notebook, manuscript
paper, staff paper notebook, blank sheet music notebook sheet music paper, hal leonard corp, music sheet notebooks, staff paper,
manuscript notebook, sheet music notebook, music paper, blank sheet music, music sheet paper, blank music notebook,
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manuscript paper notebook, piano notebook, music paper notebook, music staff paper, music manuscript notebook, music
manuscript paper, music staff notebook
This unique reference book offers a holistic description of the multifaceted field of systematic musicology, which is the study of
music, its production and perception, and its cultural, historical and philosophical background. The seven sections reflect the main
topics in this interdisciplinary subject. The first two parts discuss musical acoustics and signal processing, comprehensively
describing the mathematical and physical fundamentals of musical sound generation and propagation. The complex interplay of
physiology and psychology involved in sound and music perception is covered in the following sections, with a particular focus on
psychoacoustics and the recently evolved research on embodied music cognition. In addition, a huge variety of technical
applications for professional training, music composition and consumer electronics are presented. A section on music ethnology
completes this comprehensive handbook. Music theory and philosophy of music are imbedded throughout. Carefully edited and
written by internationally respected experts, it is an invaluable reference resource for professionals and graduate students alike.
When Dr. Henrietta Mears began her ministry in Hollywood, California, in the 1930s, she was facing several challenges. Sixty
percent of children at the time were not attending a church of any sort. Fewer than fifteen percent of children who attended Sunday
School ever made a decision to follow Jesus. Youth in their early college years were walking away from faith at an unprecedented
rate. Church attendance across the United States was experiencing a decline instead of growth. In response to the crisis, Dr.
Mears instituted a set of principles that helped grow the Sunday School program at First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood from
450 to more than 4,000 in just three years. In Sunday School Changes Everything, you will find her fearless recommendations on
how to Build your church’s Christian education program both numerically and spiritually Use practical methods for training your
leaders and teaching students of all stages of life Implement five ingredients of successful ministry: Jesus, the Bible, relationships,
a comprehensive plan, and life change Employ 10 standards of a good curriculum that will help you answer the question of what to
teach
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
David Bowie: The Music and The Changes is the ultimate guide to the music of the genius, fashion icon and near-mythical rock god. Author,
David Buckley, was awarded a PhD on David Bowie so is best placed to guide you through an album by album and track by track exploration
of this incredible man's incredible music. The Music and The Changes kicks off with a timeline of Bowie's life, from his humble beginnings to
his early albums to conquering the charts in the 1970s and 1980s and cementing his status as one of rock and pop music's most admired
artists and icons. The real highlight for fans and those just getting into Bowie is the album by album and track by track analysis of every single
one of his albums, up to and including his most recent release 'The Next Day'. Wonderfully engrossing and incredibly detailed, this is
indisputably the most complete analysis of Bowie's music ever published. Boasting release information, biography, historical details, full track
listings and fascinating comments on individual tracks, David Bowie: The Music and The Changes is an authoritative and comprehensive
guide to one of rock's most intriguing figures.
The world's fascination with New Orleans stems from the allure of the music of the city_music that owes its origins and development to many
sources. Until now, popular and scholarly books, dissertations, and articles that attempt to explain these sources have failed to recognize the
unsung heroes of the New Orleans jazz scene: the teachers in its public schools. Through more than 90 original interviews and extensive
research in New Orleans' historical collections, Dr. Kennedy documents ways that public school teachers pushed an often unwilling urban
institution to become an important structure that transmitted jazz and the other musical traditions of the city to future musicians. Music
legends from Louis Armstrong to Ellis Marsalis Jr._who also provides the foreword_are just two of the many well-known former students of
the New Orleans public schools. Chord Changes on the Chalkboard shows that, particularly after the 1920s, public school students benefited
not only from the study of instrumental music and theory, but also from direct exposure to musicians, many of whom were invited to perform
for the students. The impact the teachers had on generations of musicians and music fans is undeniable, yet their teaching techniques are
only part of the story. In addition to the successes enjoyed with their students, the teachers' own musical experiences, recordings, and
performances are also examined. The interaction between teachers and students in New Orleans public school classrooms opens a new field
of research for music historians, and this book is the first to document ways in which public school teachers acted as mentors to shape the
future of jazz and the music of New Orleans. An important addition to its field, Chord Changes on a Chalkboard will provide invaluable
information for jazz fans and historians, music scholars and students, and it is also useful reading for any public school teacher. A must for
any music library, it should also be a welcome addition to any collection supporting African-American history or popular culture.
Historical Dictionary of the American Music Industry contains a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The
dictionary section has over 500 cross-referenced entries on important artists, managers, companies, industry terminology and significant
trade associations.
There's more than one way to ruin a beautiful friendship. Tech entrepreneur Sly has a portfolio of lucrative San Francisco Bay Area start-ups,
but while his financial options are unlimited, his romantic options are anything but. Bored with the same old, same old, he finds himself
spending more and more time with Cleo, his former piano teacher and current pizza-eating, binge-TV-watching partner. Already divorced at
only twenty-nine, Cleo's not looking for love. Certainly not with a gorgeous workaholic who usually dates high-powered, MBA-toting
supermodels. Although, come to think of it, Sly hasn't dated anyone in a long time. And Cleo isn’t the only one to notice he seems lonely… An
unexpected road trip to Las Vegas forces Cleo to confront her past while Sly slams into his own demons and realizes he's his own worst
enemy. What happens when they cross the line? And then move it, jump over it, trample it, zigzag across it, and forget where the line was in
the first place?
This is one of the main voicing reference volumes for the "Adventures in Harmony Music Course." The main instruction volume for this series
is: The Handbook of Harmony - Gospel - Jazz - R&B - Soul COLOR - ISBN - 1453700951. B&W - ISBN - 1453684093. This volume contains
voicings for their patent pending melody harmonization system. These are the voicing for the melody notes corresponding to the diatonic
tones I through IV. This is part one of a two volume reference. Part two covers tones IV through major VII. The voicings in this reference are
used in the patent pending system and technique created by Creative Music. Creative Music has developed a revolutionary method enabling
keyboard musicians to quickly harmonize a line of notes with infinite chord changes. Imagine being able to play a different chord on every
melody note! The system is such that no two musicians will come up with the same resulting harmonization. This is the first time that this
information has appeared in print allowing anybody to create that soulful sound in their music. With this course you will be creating harmonies
and progressions to go with music of your choice. There are no songs or progressions to memorize in this course. This is because you are
going to be creating your own progressions and harmonies to go with the songs that you choose. This is a step-by-step that you can apply to
any piece of music Gregory Moody Creative Music's founder is an accomplished musician and software engineer, who comes from a family
lineage of musicians, i.e., his world famous cousin NEA jazz master and recording artist, James Moody. Music education has not changed in
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the last century, and Creative Music is on the forefront of turning that around. We are re-inventing how music has been taught for the last
century. Our instructional method goes against the grain of all past music education teaching methodologies.
A manuscript notebook featuring 100 pages, 10 staves per page that comes with specially designed covers and high-quality music writing
sheets. Easy to use and ideal for students, amateurs and professionals.Perfect for music composition, college and high school music classes,
theory classes, breaking down solos or transcribing music. Whether you're planning to write a beautiful love song, compose a classical music
for the ages or just want to write quick notations or ideas on the fly, this blank sheet music is a great tool to use.

Acting in Musical Theatre remains the only complete course in approaching a role in a musical. It covers fundamental skills for
novice actors, practical insights for professionals, and even tips to help veteran musical performers refine their craft. Updates in
this expanded and revised second edition include: A brand new companion website for students and teachers, including
Powerpoint lecture slides, sample syllabi, and checklists for projects and exercises. Learning outcomes for each chapter to guide
teachers and students through the book’s core ideas and lessons New style overviews for pop and jukebox musicals Extensive
updated professional insights from field testing with students, young professionals, and industry showcases Full-colour production
images, bringing each chapter to life Acting in Musical Theatre’s chapters divide into easy-to-reference units, each containing
group and solo exercises, making it the definitive textbook for students and practitioners alike.
Sing and play the hits of country's top-reigning women! Collect 34 songs total from the queens of the country music world. From
country music legend Martina McBride to American Idol favorite Carrie Underwood to pop and country icon Faith Hill, this book
offers classic country songs from country music's finest females. The Queens of Country Sheet Music is now available. Music
includes lyrics, melody, and chord changes with professionally arranged piano accompaniment. Thirty-four titles total include:
Anyway (McBride) * Because of You (Reba McEntire & Kelly Clarkson) * Everybody Knows (Dixie Chicks) * I Could Not Ask for
More (Sara Evans) * Leave the Pieces (The Wreckers) * Nothin' Better to Do (Leann Rimes) * Red Umbrella (Faith Hill) * So Small
(Carrie Underwood) * Things That Never Cross a Man's Mind (Kellie Pickler) * and many more.
The notion of semiotics as a universal language that can encompass any object of perception makes it the focus of a revolutionary
field of inquiry, the semiotics of art. This volume represents a unique gathering of semiotic approaches to art: from Saussurian
linguistics to transformational grammar, from Prague School aesthetics to Peircean pragmatism, from structuralism to
poststructuralism. Though concerned specifically with the semiotics of music and literature, the essays reveal the breadth of
semiotics’ interdisciplinary appeal, involving specialists in musicology, ethnomusicology, jazz performance, literary criticism,
poetics, aesthetics, rhetoric , linguistics, dance, and film. The diversity of authorial training and approach makes this collection a
dramatic demonstration of the on-going debates in the field. In many ways the semiotics of art is the testing ground of sign theory
as a whole, and work in this subject is as vital to the interests of theoretical semioticians as to students of the arts. It is to both
these interests that this volume is addressed.
Drum tab sheet music transcription for "Changes" by Yes, from the 1983 album 90125. Alan White on drums. Progressive pop.
Notation key included. Difficulty 4/5. jdrumsheets.com
This collectible songbook celebrates the enduring legacy of Ray Charles at the 80th anniversary of his birth. Each sheet music
transcription accurately renders his signature piano riffs and solos, and provides lyrics, vocal melodies, and chord changes. Ray
Charles had three simple words of advice for achieving success: "Practice, practice, practice." With 28 fun and challenging
transcriptions of some of popular music's most enduring standards, this collection gives pianists the opportunity to practice the
techniques of the "Genius" himself. Titles: * Ain't That Love * America the Beautiful * Busted * Christmas in My Heart * Come Rain
or Come Shine * Crazy Love * Georgia on My Mind * Hallelujah I Love Her So * Here We Go Again * Hit the Road Jack * I Can't
Stop Loving You * I've Got a Woman * Let the Good Times Roll * Let's Go Get Stoned * Mary Ann * Mess Around * Night Time Is
the Right Time * One Mint Julep * Over the Rainbow * Ruby * Seven Spanish Angels * Sinner's Prayer * That Lucky Old Sun *
That Spirit of Christmas * This Little Girl of Mine * Unchain My Heart * What'd I Say * You Don't Know Me.
The OCR AS and A Level Music Study Guide is a definitive study guide for the AS and A Level specifications – For exams in 2017
and 2018 (AS); in 2018 and 2019 (A Level). This comprehensive guide covers all components of the AS and A Level courses:
Performing, Composing and Appraising. As well as giving students support and practice in dealing with ‘unfamiliar’ repertoire, the
historical context behind each Area of Study and the terminology and techniques required, practice questions and answers will
ensure that every student is as comfortable as possible with the exams and familiar with what to expect.
This second edition of Song Sheets to Software includes completely revised and updated listings of music software, instructional
media, and music-related Internet Web sites of use to all musicians, whether hobbyist or professional. This book is a particularly
valuable resource for the private studio and classroom music teacher.

This comprehensive single-volume music reference covers a wide range of topics, including all styles of Western music
as well as the music of Africa, Latin America, Asia, and the Middle East, with articles by experts, short "quick reference"
essays, and a wide range of instruments. (Performing Arts)
One of the hottest performers in the U.K. and Europe during 2006, Paolo Nutini stormed the radio airwaves in the U.S.
during 2007 with leading single New Shoes, which was quickly followed by hit song Last Request. Nutini's momentum
continued when he landed high-profile tour dates with superstar Amy Winehouse and performed at the world's largest
music festivals including Bonnaroo and the globally televised Live Earth concerts. His exposure was further elevated
when Ralph Lauren chose his music to be featured in a worldwide advertising campaign. The album-matching songbook
to These Streets provides musicians with lyrics, melody lines and chord changes, and professionally arranged piano
accompaniments to every song on the album. Titles are: Jenny Don't Be Hasty * Last Request * Rewind * Million Faces *
These Streets * New Shoes * White Lies * Loving You * Autumn * Alloway Groove * Last Request (piano mix).
(Easy Piano Composer Collection). 25 Lloyd Webber classics arranged for intermediate-level player. Includes songs from
his entire career, from Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat through School of Rock. Songs include: All I Ask
of You * Any Dream Will Do * As If We Never Said Goodbye * Close Every Door * Don't Cry for Me Argentina * I Don't
Know How to Love Him * Love Changes Everything * Memory * The Music of the Night * The Phantom of the Opera * Pie
Jesu * Stick It to the Man * You Must Love Me * You're in the Band * and more.
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